Sizzlin’ Science Parties
by

high touch high tech
Make lifelong memories by
bringing the fun of

hands-on science
to your next party!
A science party is the perfect way to combine
birthday fun with hands-on learning. There are
many party packages to choose
from for different ages and interests.
All parties:
 are conducted by degreed professional
instructors
 include hands-on science activities
completed by up to 15 party-goers
 include ‘goodie bags’ to transport their
take home experiments
 include a gift for the birthday Scientist!

Packages and Pricing
LET’S ROCK
Perfect for boys and girls, 5+
90 minutes, $300

Become a true rockhound by learning the processes of how rocks are made.
Erupt chemical volcanoes, and make your own metamorphic ‘rock’ out of
putty. Finally put your rockhound’s nose to the ground in search of real
minerals and gemstones! Learn their names, and of course, keep all that you
find! Our collection includes clear calcite crystals, amethyst, jasper, iron pyrite
(fool’s gold), amazonite, leopard skin, and MORE! *See add-ons for more
options!

PALEO POWER
Perfect for boys and girls, 8+
90 minutes, $275

Have your own fossil mini-museum set up for the young paleontologist,
including real dinosaur bones, many other authentic fossils, both terrestrial and
aquatic, and dinosaur models. Participants will not only learn how fossils are
created by the natural processes of the Earth, including the eruption of
simulated volcanoes; but also the processes of recovering delicate fossils. They
will practice paleontology like the pioneers of fossil hunting by making
rubbings, as well excavating fossilized shark’s teeth and shells from their own
‘fossil muffin’ and taking home their findings! Get a hands-on FEEL for how
imprint fossils of all kinds are made and take home your own ‘fossil’ formed in
clay.

PHUNOMENAL FIZZIX
Perfect for boys and girls, 7+
90 minutes, $300

Make this birthday PHUNOMENAL by exploring FIZZIX! Feel energy moving
through water with our tuning fork. Investigate the poppers that defy Newton’s
Law of Inertia. Break white light into the colors of the electromagnetic
spectrum and take the prism glasses home! Learn why things glow... Fool your
eyes (AND YOUR BRAIN!) with an optical illusion spinner. Explore actions and
reactions with air/pump rockets or water rockets (weather permitting) and
bouncing balls that you personally have crafted using the laws of
thermodynamics! Investigate flight with the world’s simplest helicopter!

JEEPERS CREEPERS
Perfect for boys and girls, 5+
90 minutes, $275

Creepy, crawly, weird and wacky; investigate the world of myriapods, arachnids
and insects! See the world through the eyes of a bug and create a spider web
to take home. See our BUGS up close and personal and touch if you DARE!
Our tarantula, scorpion, and other creepy crawly friends will be most popular
guests of the party! Perfect for a birthday or Halloween party!

POTION PIZZAZ
Perfect for boys and girls, 5+
90 minutes, $275

Perfect for the budding chemist, POTION PIZZAZZ includes explorations in
physical and chemical changes. See Styrofoam dissolve right before your eyes
while learning the basics of chemical safety. Uncover the ‘secret’ colors hiding
behind markers. Mix solids and liquids (making gummi drops), liquids and
liquids (making polymer putty), and even make a gas (erupting chemical
volcanoes and geysers)! Take home your hand crafted polymer (much like silly
putty!) and even get a taste of one of your experiments!!!

Additional Party Information for the Host




Additional fees apply for each participant beyond the included 15
We do request that participants are seated at tables with chairs. We
cannot provide the tables and chairs.
Additional fees apply to parties outside our general service area, please
call for details, (770) 667-9443.

